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? The not-quite-secrets of Tarot reading ?

“East Texas Cotton”

1: Above all else: Clarify and focus 

your thoughts!

Somehow, when your hand reaches out to

pull a card, the thoughts that are 

foremost in your mind AT THAT MOMENT 

will be answered. ..

.. (And i have spent a month researching, 

repeating the same test, sitting in New Hampshire fast food restaurants, 

using simplified cards with random people, and learning precisely that 

astonishing seeming-violation of the obviously-misunderstood Laws of 

Physics.) .. ..

.. .. So, if your thoughts are wandering at that crucial moment when 

your hand moves to pull a Tarot card, your reading will go vague.

So okay; Let’s talk like Shamans: .. ..

“The Author’s Hand”

2: Your hand has intelligence and psychic 

powers of its own!

When pulling cards, trust YOUR HAND as a 

CONSCIOUS Friend and Ally. .. Speak to your 

friend clearly in your mind, let it move WHERE IT 

WISHES, and it will, QUITE MYSTERIOUSLY, find 

the right cards.

(Confirmed in my weird experiment.)
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So let’s take that as fact and move on: .. ..

“Nude With Zither”

3: Top criteria to buy a deck: Get one

where you can read the pictures.

Huge blocks of complex information must be

shared, as only pictures can.

.. IDEALLY: Find several decks whose 

pictures overflow the visual channel, even 

WHISPERING to you, then between them 

choose your mate.

.. But: Secondary criteria are important:. Your

deck must agree with your morals!

.. And artists always breathe myth into a deck; your deck’s myth should

rouse your imagination to the task.

(All of this much like a good spouse.)

And wandering further afield: .. ..

“Sketch Of The Sun”

4: Major Arcana symbolism lies deep 

in Western European culture.

For it’s from the Stonehenge Astrology of 

the turning night and daytime sky!

.. While the Minor Arcana clearly seems to 

be a diagram of Earthly Alchemy, come 

west in later history, no doubt from Africa 

or Asia, surely thru the Eleusis wisdom 

keepers of Greece!
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.. So you might ponder this rich landscape, when choosing your 

path, between Tarot and non-Tarot card decks.

(Tarot has such rich mythology!)

To sum this up: .. ..

“Sketch Of The Moon”

5: A Tarot session is a Shamanic 

Journey into magic landscape.

That’s PRECISELY what our magic is!

.. For why does any Shaman ever go

out walking into myth?

.. To find and return with Medicine for 

someone!

.. Like a successful Tarot Reader does!

(Perhaps: By opening your concepts, this increases your powers.)

“Universes”

You know,
There is a discipline called Scientific Metaphysics.

(The Wikipedia science article just calls it “Metaphysics”.)

Yes, Serious Scientists talk the Laws of Physics,

and the Laws of Mathematics, to say strange things:

Universes like bubbles, within bubbles, piled on bubbles,
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separated only by thin membranes,

but all with differing realities;

Things far stranger to us Humans, than Human Magic is.

And truly,

Since we think, Mind is obviously real,

And what is Mind if not Infinite Imagination?

Yet we, in thinking this, seemingly posses Mind.

Is it all a bargaining process?

And in attempting explanations,

Advanced Mathematics has recently decided

Information is CONSCIOUS, just as physical as Matter!

As if that solved our logical problems!

It’s even been computed Consciousness IS Reality!

Stranger than Shaman Land which feels solid;

But aren’t those computations basically

demonstrations of Shamanic Reality?

It was so strange to sit in fast food restaurants,

reliably repeating the same astonishment.

But i did create a Tarot deck from those simplified cards,

and gave it a VERY Shamanic name: “Singing Fish”.

“E Is For Eggs
from Singing Fish 
Tarot

(-.Here is the end of this blog post.-)
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^^^^^^   Finding stuff on the web:
Download this Pdf..............www.stoneriley.com/grab37
  (It opens, then save it on your device.)

Booklet in a blog post........www.stoneriley.com/grab37blog
  (Includes a link to download this Pdf.)

The blog's front page........www.stoneriley.com/druidclassroom
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